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Tilt Determination in MEMS
Inertial Vestibular Prosthesis
Background: There is a clear need for a prosthesis that improves postural stability in the
balance impaired. Such a device would be used as a temporary aid during recovery from
ablative inner-ear surgery, a postural monitor during rehabilitation (for example, hip
surgery), and as a permanent prosthesis for those elderly prone to falls. Method of
approach: Recently developed, small instruments have enabled wearable prostheses to
augment or replace vestibular functions. The current prosthesis communicates by vibra-
tors mounted on the subject’s trunk. In this paper we emphasize the unique algorithms
that enable tilt indication with modestly performing micromachined gyroscopes and ac-
celerometers. Results: For large angles and multiple axes, gyro drift and unwanted lat-
eral accelerations are successfully rejected. In single-axis tests, the most dramatic results
were obtained in standard operating tests where balance-impaired subjects were deprived
of vision and proprioceptive inputs. Balance-impaired subjects who fell (into safety re-
straints) when not aided were able to stand with the prosthesis. Initial multiaxis tests with
healthy subjects have shown that sway is reduced in both forward-back and sideward
directions. Conclusions: Positive results in initial testing and a sound theoretical basis
for the hardware warrant continued development and testing, which is being conducted at
three sites. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2378922�
ntroduction

Medical. There is a clear need for a prosthesis that improves
ostural stability in the balance impaired. Basic uses for balance
rostheses include �1� a vestibular “pacemaker” to reduce dizzi-
ess and imbalance due to abnormal fluctuations in the peripheral
estibular system, �2� permanent replacement of vestibular func-
ion, �3� temporary replacement of motion cues that commonly
ccur following ablative surgery of the inner ear, and �4�
estibular/balance rehabilitation. In terms of postural control, the
rimary use of a prosthesis would be to prevent falls. Over 90
illion Americans will seek medical attention for dizziness, a
alfunction of the inner ear, at least once in their lifetime. The

evelopment of small micromachined inertial sensors, gyroscopes,
nd accelerometers enabled the development of vestibular pros-
heses, which are described herein.

The inner ear’s vestibular system provides cues about self-
otion that help stabilize vision during movement. These cues

lso enable us to orient ourselves with respect to our surround-
ngs, which helps us to stand and walk �Fig. 1�. Each inner ear can
ense in three dimensions, angular motion and the sum of forces
ue to linear acceleration and gravity �1�. The central nervous
ystem �CNS� can process these motion cues to estimate self-
otion in six degrees of freedom �DOF�—three angular and three

inear. When the inner ear, the neural pathways that connect the
nner ear to the CNS, or the part of the CNS that processes self-

otion information malfunctions due to injury, disease, or pro-
onged exposure to altered gravity, motion cues are lost or dis-
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torted. This lack of sensory information can result in dizziness,
blurred vision, inability to orient correctly �including the ability to
align with the vertical�, and reduced ability to stand or walk, es-
pecially under difficult conditions.

Some of these outcomes can have serious consequences, such
as increasing the risk of falling. Because current treatments are
not completely effective, there is a clear need for a prosthesis to
help people with balance problems, including those recovering
from ablative inner ear surgery, those with no vestibular inputs,
and the elderly, who are prone to falls. A recent analysis �2� of the
National Health Interview Survey �3� reports that 6.2 million
Americans report chronic �3+ months� problems with dizziness or
balance. To be conservative, if only 5% of them could benefit
from some form of balance prosthesis, more than 300 000 devices
would be needed.

A survey of 9198 community-dwelling, working age people
chosen randomly from six large general medical practices found
that 0.2% had dizziness severe enough to deserve treatment and
were willing to submit to testing and rehabilitation �4�. It is rea-
sonable to assume that this same population would at least be
willing to consider the use of a balance aid.

Figure 1 depicts a simplified version of the vestibular system.
The simplified motion sensor includes an inertial element, a re-
storing element �represented by the two spring symbols�, and the
sensory hair cells whose motion is coupled to the inertial element.
Motion of the subject in space, represented by the arrow at the top
left of the figure, causes a displacement of the inertial element
from its rest position �indicated by the two misaligned vertical
arrows�. This displacement hyperpolarizes or depolarizes the hair
cells, which in turn modulate the spike activity of the first-order
vestibular afferents. Thus, motion information travels on the 8th
nerve via Scarpa’s Ganglion �shown by three cell bodies� to the

vestibular nucleus �enclosed by dashed lines� in the CNS. The
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NS integrates information necessary for: �1� spatial orientation,
2� stabilization vision �represented by the arrow that points in a
irection that is compensatory to the sensed motion�, and �3�
aintaining postural control. Disease or injury can disrupt the

eripheral three-link chain �inertial element, hair cells, and nerve�
f motion information, as represented by the X’s. A prosthesis
ould restore lost motion information.
Both implantable and nonimplantable prostheses are currently

nder consideration. By “implantable prosthesis,” we specifically
ean a prosthesis that delivers self-motion cues to the CNS via

mplanted stimulators. This has a number of advantages over re-
iance on nonvestibular sensory inputs or assisting devices such as
anes. These advantages include portability, intuitive operation,
eplacement of lost natural function, and the ability to work with
xisting CNS circuitry. Risks of implantable devices include hear-
ng loss due to damage of the hearing transduction process or to
he auditory nerve, damage to the vestibular nerve fibers due to

echanical or electrical trauma, and the general risks associated
ith surgery �5�. One possible side effect is “cross talk,” in which

he signal that is supposed to stimulate a certain vestibular end
rgan also stimulates another.

Nonimplantable prostheses are a less invasive means of provid-
ng some self-motion cues. They include stimulating the vestibular
erve via surface electrodes or by displaying self-motion cues
sing “sensory substitution” �e.g., acoustic inputs or electric cur-
ents applied to the tongue �6,7��. Stimulation using auditory cues
s also being investigated �8�. In the Massachusetts Eye and Ear
nfirmary �MEEI� and Draper device, tactile vibrators �tactors� are
ounted on the patient’s torso and are described further under

Fig. 1 The vestibular function. Only one of six iner
side is shown. The X indicates a break in the neur
The Prosthesis” �9�. Vibrotactile displays have been used suc-
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cessfully by the U.S. Navy to furnish navigational cues that allow
blindfolded pilots to control their aircraft �10,11�, a task with
similarities to postural control.

The Prosthesis. The vestibular prosthesis �Figs. 2 and 3� con-
sists of the following elements:

1. The three gyros and three accelerometers instrument sensor
assembly �ISA� mounted on the back. Only recently, micro-
machining or microelectromechanical systems �MEMS� has
enabled these sensors �described in �12�� to become small
enough to enable a wearable prosthesis. The instrument sen-
sor assembly includes readout electronics and digitizers and
a mechanism and bubble level for aligning the instruments
with the patient’s natural or comfortable vertical. For the
wearable prostheses, two ISAs have been obtained. The low-
cost assembly was constructed in-house from Analog De-
vices ADXL accelerometers and Silicon Sensing Systems
gyroscopes. The manufacturer lists accelerometer thermal
sensitivity as 3 milligravity �mg� per °C and noise at
0.23 mg/�Hz. The angular rate sensor is specified as
650 deg/h / °C and noise at 470 deg/h /�Hz. These perfor-
mance figures are typical for sensors used in automobiles for
airbag deployment and traction control. The total volume
was 8�10−5 m3 �5 in.3�. For a better performance, 8 cubic
inch �1.3�10−4 m3� HG1920 ISAs �13,14� were purchased
from Honeywell. Based on Draper MEMS technology, the
HG 1920 incorporates accelerometers whose thermal sensi-
tivity is 0.3 mg/ °C and gyroscopes whose thermal sensitiv-

�

sensors „otoliths and semicircular canals… on one
ath
tial
al p
ity and noise are 10 deg/h / °C and 5° /h / Hz, performance
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one to two orders of magnitude better than commercial
automotive-grade sensors. Honeywell and Draper are work-
ing to improve sensor performance while reducing the vol-
ume to 2 in.3 �3.3�10−5 m3� �15�.

Preliminary calculations and limited experience indicated
that the lower cost instruments should be suitable for a bal-
ance prosthesis; however, the higher performance instru-
ments were obtained if better performance were needed.
Since the instruments’ costs are decreasing rapidly, we did
not want to discard the prosthesis concept based on costs
that would decrease in coming years.

2. Mechanical vibrators known as tactors or tactaids, which are
Food and Drug Administration �FDA�—approved for use in
a sensory substitution hearing aid. The tactors are mounted

ig. 2 Tactor coding: „a… tactor locations, „b… the schedule of
ilt activation versus tilt magnitude, „c… an example where for-
ard and backward activate only the forward-most and
ackward-most columns of tactors
in a belt about the subject’s waist.

ournal of Biomechanical Engineering
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3. A controller area network �CAN� bus and controllers to send
information between the sensors, the central processor, and
the tactors.

4. An on-board processor, which executes unique algorithms to
detect vertical while rejecting errors caused by instrument
drift and extraneous acceleration.

5. Wireless transmission, which allows system parameters such
as dead zone and control loop gains to be adjusted and that
allows the subject’s performance to be recorded remotely.

6. Batteries that supply power to the sensors, processor, and
tactors.

For the current prototype system, the locations of sensors and
tactors are shown in Fig. 2. The wearable prosthesis is photo-
graphed in Fig. 3. At the day’s start, the patient is held stationary
for one second to align the sensors with the patient’s comfortable
vertical. The gyro and accelerometer signals are processed to ob-
tain a tilt-angle estimate accurate to within 2 mrad over a 0 to
10 Hz bandwidth. Unique algorithms have been coded to detect
tilt with respect to gravity and angular rotation. The wearable
prosthesis contains inertial sensors and algorithms that allow large
angle operation over long times. The algorithms greatly reduce the
impact of gyrobias errors �which could integrate to large angular
errors� and lateral accelerations �which could introduce incorrect
phase to the control loops�. These unique algorithms are this pa-
per’s focus. The digital controller commands individual tactor am-
plifiers, which drive tactors mounted in columns on the subject’s
front and back at 250 Hz, a sensitive frequency for human skin
�16,17�. The tilt’s direction is transmitted to the patient by azimuth
and the magnitude by the vertical tactors. As a research tool, the
number of tactors is operator selectable.

Algorithms For Finding Vertical. The vestibular prosthesis’
objective is to sense the vertical and to furnish tilt time derivatives
that can be used for damping �“Inverted Pendulum Model” be-
low�. Herein, tilt is defined as rotations about horizontal axes.
Estimating tilt with only inertial instruments has been described

Fig. 3 Major components of the wearable device to show
mounting locations. Also shown is the laboratory computer
that communicates wirelessly with the wearable device
�18–22� for robotics and human subjects. Determining tilt is simi-
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ar to but different from the attitude determination for vehicles
23–30� or limb orientation �31,32�. Algorithms for measuring
oments and torques are distinct from those used to determine

rientation �33�.
It has long been recognized that gyroscopes provide excellent

ngular data at high frequencies, while accelerometers indicate tilt
ell at low frequencies where extraneous accelerations are not
resent. For sensing tilt, gyroscope-only solutions have not been
atisfactory because the instrument output is angular rate. Because
ngular rate must be integrated to obtain angle, a calibration error
r a shift in the instrument bias �the output with no angular rate
nput� results in large angular errors rather quickly. Because of
ateral acceleration, accelerometer-only solutions do not yield a
ide bandwidth tilt indication. The following techniques for com-
ining accelerometers and gyroscopes have been used.

1. Inertial guidance: For navigation over periods longer than a
few hours, gyros and accelerometers can be combined to
realize a vertical indicator that is insensitive to linear accel-
eration, also known as the space integrator and Shuler pen-
dulum in the classic navigation solution �34,35�. To indicate
vertical to 0.001 rad requires very good gyroscopes �better
than 0.01 deg/h stability over the 84-min Schuler period�.
These instrument specifications are out of scope for MEMS
devices.

2. Attitude references: Attitude reference requires azimuth �an-
gular orientation about the vertical� in addition to two tilts.
Because accelerometers cannot detect the angle about the
vertical, azimuth information is obtained by adding three
magnetometers or Global Positioning System �GPS� radio
navigation to the inertial sensors assembly. The angular in-
formation obtained from the accelerometers and magneto-
meters or GPS �generally low frequency� is used to incre-
ment the angular information calculated from the gyros. This
data fusion is generally done by Kalman filters �28,29� or by
least squares fitting �23�, which minimizes the differences
between the gyrodetermined angles and those determined by
the other sensors. Attitude references that are composed of
only magnetometers and accelerometers �27,31� work poorly
when acceleration, in addition to gravity, is present.

3. Tilt systems: For many applications, such as the balance
prosthesis, azimuth is not required; however, poor knowl-
edge of azimuth rate generally corrupts tilt estimation. This
corruption is caused by the transformation of the gyro rates
to tilt angles once the ISA is rotated from its null position.
Techniques that look for quiet portions of the accelerometer
data to update the gyroangles or quaternions have been em-
ployed �19,20,32�. Luinge �18� employed a Kalman filter
that was too simple to greatly reduce the effect of gyro drift.
Using modestly performing gyroscopes and accelerom-
eters, an efficient, robust algorithm for estimating tilt
over large angles when azimuth is not required is this
paper’s unique contribution. References �21,36,37� start
with assumptions similar to ours about the frequency sepa-
ration of gravity and accelerations and about rotations
�quaternions� defined about horizontal and vertical axes;
however, the realization of these assumptions differs from
those described in “Methods.”

Prosthesis Development. The prototype development has pro-
eeded in several stages. The use of vibrotactile feedback for pos-
ural control was chosen because the U.S. Navy successfully ap-
lied it to pilot orientation, a task that is somewhat similar to
ostural control. The first-stage development provided a 1-axis
2-DOF� tilt estimate from a subject-worn rate gyro and acceler-
meter to a one-axis vibrotactile display mounted on either the
ront or back of the subject or on the subject’s right and left sides.

bench-mounted Powerbook computer was used to process the
otion sensor inputs into a tilt estimate and to provide signals that
ated an amplifier array that could drive each tactile vibrator with
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a 250-Hz signal. This device was used first on control subjects
having normal vestibular function, and then on subjects having
well-defined vestibulopathies �like a vestibular nerve section or
neurectomy�. The primary experiments were a single-axis postural
control task such as standing heel-to-toe on a narrow rail or taking
a standard clinical laboratory balance test, called Computerized
Dynamic Posturography Sensory Organization Testing.

The next stage was to modify the benchtop device by adding
more degrees of freedom motion sensors and the ability to display
two tilt axes to the user �Fig. 2�. A typical configuration is a
6-DOF motion sensor package and a spatial resolution for the
vibrotactile display of 22.5 deg. This display uses 16 columns of
tactors to display tilt direction and 3 levels in each column to
display tilt magnitude. The rationale and justification for using
three rows of tactors to display tilt magnitude was developed
through a separate set of experiments �38�. This device has been
used to help determine the spatial resolution of tilt display needed
for postural control and for some limited locomotion experiments
�by mounting the laptop on a wheeled laboratory cart�. From a
medical standpoint, all subjects had well-defined vestibulopathies,
but were otherwise healthy.

The third stage of device development was to make a com-
pletely wearable, battery-powered research prototype device con-
sisting of six body-mounted motion sensors, a PC 104 computer
with peripherals, and a 3�16 array of tactile vibrators with am-
plifiers to drive them �Fig. 3�. The primary use of this device is in
walking experiments with subjects having well documented
vestibulopathies.

In summary, there have been three stages of device develop-
ment and experiments that involve either control subjects or ves-
tibulopathic subjects that are otherwise healthy. Prior results are
discussed in “Results and Discussion, Overview.” No efforts have
yet been made toward FDA approval �the tactors are already in
use on an FDA-approved device� since these devices are still in
the research stage.

Technical Options. The technical options fall into two catego-
ries: the body tilt to estimate and the method used to display this
variable to the user. We estimate the deviation of the body away
from the vertical as measured near the subject’s center of mass.
The rationale is based on the argument that the postural control
system aims to keep one’s center of mass within one’s limits of
stability. We actually display the weighted sum of the deviation
angle and its first derivative. The rationale for this comes from
modeling postural control as a single inverted pendulum �Fig. 4�.
The single inverted pendulum cannot be stabilized with a restor-
ative torque that is only proportional to the displacement error or
just the error rate, but can be stabilized by a combination of pro-
portional plus derivative control.

Possible display options include biofeedback using sound, an
array of electrodes mounted on the tongue, a moving visual sur-
round, and an array of tactile vibrators. Our rationale for choosing
the latter is that it has been used successfully in aircraft pilot
orientation tasks. Vision and hearing displays may divert other
useful sensory information from the user, and a tongue device can
interfere with talking, drinking, and eating.

Unique Contributions. Several generations of the MEEI/
Draper prosthesis have been tested and have reduced sway in
vestibulopathic subjects �39–43�. Initial, single-axis tests were
done with the patient receiving only information about forward
�or sideward� motion. While quantitative results on several stan-
dard operating tests have been performed, the most noteworthy
result was the ability of vestibulopathic subjects deprived of vi-
sual and proprioceptive inputs to stand without falling.

The multiaxis prosthesis was described briefly in �44�. This
paper’s unique contributions include the following:

1. A unique algorithm for detecting the vertical using only in-

ertial sensors.
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2. Determination of the filter parameters.
3. Application of the algorithm to a multiaxis vestibular

prosthesis.

ethods
The prosthesis was described in the Introduction. The instru-
ents and algorithms are selected with the following starting ob-

ervations:

1. The objective is to find the vertical. Because of the gyro-
scopes, tilt rate signals will be available. Estimates of yaw
are not needed.

2. Gyro-only solutions will not work. With an unknown bias of
100–1000 deg/h typical of MEMS rate sensors, error builds
quickly.

3. Accelerometer-only solutions cannot yield a wide band-
width. At higher frequencies, other accelerations are larger
than the tilt effect; for example, subjects are often modeled
as an inverted pendulum �Fig. 4�. The linear acceleration
from angular acceleration is out of phase with tilt and
greater than tilt for oscillation greater than 0.4 Hz, as de-
scribed in Eq. �3�.

4. The instrument assembly must be aligned with patient’s
vertical.

The algorithm will be presented in two steps: single-axis tilt
ollowed by the multiaxis case.

Single-Axis Estimation. A single-axis balance experiment in-
ludes an accelerometer whose input axis is nominally orthogonal
o gravity and a gyro whose input axis is also horizontal and
erpendicular to the accelerometer input axis. The objective is to
ombine the two outputs to obtain a wide bandwidth estimate of
, the angle between the patient’s vertical and the sensor package.
he voltage read from the accelerometer is modeled as:

Va = Saa + Ba �1�

here Sa and Ba are the scale factor and bias of the accelerometer.
ssuming small-angle approximations, the input acceleration is

Fig. 4 Inverted pendulum model of standing person
iven by:

ournal of Biomechanical Engineering
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a = g�� + �� − L�̈ + ah �2�

where g�gravity constant �9.8 m/s2�,

��initial offset between accelerometer input axis
and patient’s vertical,
L�1 to 2 m, which assumes that the subject is
modeled as an inverted pendulum, as shown in Fig.
4.
ah�horizontal acceleration of the pendulum pivot.

The gyro output is modeled as:

Vg = Sg�̇ + Bg �3�

where Sg and Bg are the scale factor and bias of the gyro. To

obtain a good estimate of tilt � and to remove the �̈ and ah terms,
the acceleration output should be low-pass filtered. For L=1.5 m,
a typical person, the angular acceleration term in Eq. �2� becomes

larger than g� for frequencies greater than 0.4 Hz. The L�̈ term is
180 deg out of phase with the desired tilt term. For this reason,
which is verified by test experience, the break frequency of the
low-pass filter is set at 0.03 Hz.

Since the gyro output is integrated, small bias can lead to large
angle errors; however, the gyro gives a good estimate of high-
frequency rotation. To achieve a wide bandwidth estimate of the
tilt angle �, the gyro and accelerometer signals are combined. In
analog Laplace transforms, the tilt is estimated by:

�̂ = LP�s��Va − B̂a

ĝŜa

� +
HP�s�

s �Vg − B̂g

Ŝg

� �4�

where an over carat �∧��estimated or calibrated quantities stored
in computation and LP�s� and HP�s� are the transfer functions of
the low-pass and high-pass filters.

LP�s� =
s�N

2 �2� + 1� + �N
3

�s + �N��s2 + 2��Ns + �N
2 �

�5�

HP�s�
s

=
s2 + s�N�2� + 1�

�s + �N��s2 + 2��Ns + �N
2 �

�6�

The low-pass and high-pass filters are complementary, that is,
HP�s�+LP�s�=1. For the single-axis tests, the block diagram of
the processing scheme used for the prototype device is shown in
Fig. 5. For instructional ease, analog filters are shown. The filters
�Eqs. �5� and �6�� are implemented digitally so that the match is
accurate. Implementing the gyrofiltering as Eq. �6� avoids numeri-
cal problems associated with integrating the gyrorate and high-
pass filtering later.

For error analysis and calibration, the estimated tilt is obtained
from the actual tilt and other poorly modeled effects by substitut-
ing Eq. �1� through Eq. �3� into Eq. �4�.

�̂ = LP�s�� Sa�g�� + �� − L�̈ + ah� + Ba − B̂a

ĝŜa

	
+

HP�s�
s �Sgs� + Bg − B̂g

Ŝg

� �7�

Errors in calibration or changes in bias are included in Eq. �7�
by including both the actual bias and the bias obtained from cali-
bration. Because of the third-order high-pass filter, Eq. �6�, gyro
bias errors do not cause a steady shift in the estimated tilt. White
gyro noise does not cause angle random walk. The effects of
accelerometer noise �the unmodeled bias terms� and angular and
lateral accelerations decrease two decades per decade beyond the

filter break frequency of 0.03 Hz. For a step input in tilt angle, the

DECEMBER 2006, Vol. 128 / 947
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stimated tilt angles from the gyro and accelerometer channels are
lotted in Fig. 5. Undamped natural frequencies of 0.03 Hz, a
amping ratio � of 0.707, and no bias or scale-factor errors were
ssumed.

When starting the prosthesis, the patient is held for 1 s at his
omfortable vertical; that is, �=0. Because the patient is still, one
ssumes that the measured accelerometer voltage equals the
ccelerometer-estimated bias per Eq. �1�. Per Eq. �2�, the esti-
ated bias will contain the accelerometer-to-patient misalign-
ent.

B̂a = Ba + Sag� �8�
Inserting Eq. �8� into Eq. �7�, the calibration has accounted for

he misalignment, a result that requires that the accelerometer in-
ut axis be close to, but not exactly, horizontal. �If the nominal
ccelerometer bias is known beforehand, unknown residual align-
ent is calibrated.� During calibration, a new gyrobias is also

etermined by Eq. �3�. Calibrating the accelerometer and gyrobias
reatly reduces any filter �Eq. �7�� startup transients.

The balance prosthesis should estimate the vertical within 0.1 to
deg �43�. A 1 mg �0.0098 m/s2� accelerometer bias shift causes
0.001 rad �0.06 deg� tilt error. Since the bias is calibrated at

nstrument turn-on, it must be maintained for roughly 16 h. With
.03 Hz filtering, accelerometer white noise of 1 mg/�Hz results
n 0.2 mrad of tilt. One-mg stability represents the best MEMS
ensors, while 5 to 50 mg is typical of automotive-grade sensors.
ecause the gyrosignal is filtered to eliminate bias, accelerometer
ias, not gyrobias, is the limiting factor in our processing scheme.
he gyro contributes only transient errors. With the 0.03 Hz fil-

ers, 360 deg/h /�Hz gyro white noise, typical of automotive sen-
ors, results in 0.1 deg tilt error. The maximum allowable tran-
ient tilt error for a balance-impaired subject to fall are not known.

Multi-Axis Tilt Estimation. For the general multiaxis, large-
ngle situation, the algorithms were expanded to account for the
nstrument axes changing their spatial orientation as the patient
eans or tilts. From the discussion on single-axis tilt, the acceler-
meters can remove gyro drift from horizontal gyros. Gravity
easurements cannot remove drift from vertical �azimuth sens-

ng� gyros; however, the prosthesis is not interested in azimuth, an
bservation that can be used to advantage. Incremental tilt �sensed
y the gyros� requires knowledge of the tilt magnitudes; that is,

ig. 5 Single-axis tilt estimation: „a… block diagram „b… the es-
imated tilts for a 1-deg step change in actual tilt are shown for
he gyro, accelerometer, and combined „indicated… channels
simulation…
he correction sent to the patient requires knowledge of where the

48 / Vol. 128, DECEMBER 2006
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gyroinput axes are.
As an alternative to Euler angles �virtual gimbals� and transfor-

mation matrices, quaternions were employed to calculate the ro-
tations. From the gyro or accelerometer outputs, one can directly
calculate the quaternions �see Appendix A for details�. By sepa-
rating the orientation into a rotation about the vertical and a rota-
tion about the horizontal, the horizontal quaternion is calculated
without knowledge of azimuth and is independent of azimuth gyro
drift. As in the single-axis situation, drift in the nominally hori-
zontal gyro is removed by using the accelerometers for low fre-
quencies.

Reference Frames. Define the body frame, indicated by the
letter b, as attached to the patient’s trunk �or head�. When the roll
and pitch angles are zero, the x and y body axes are aligned with
the roll �forward� and pitch �right� directions and the z axis points
down. Vectors in the body frame are transformed into the ISA
frame or platform frame through the orthogonal transformation Cb

p

�Eq. �13��.
The platform axes �p� define the location of the ISA and are

defined by the x and y accelerometer input axes per Eq. �14�. The
remaining accelerometer axes are not aligned with the platform
axes. This small angle transformation from platform to accelerom-
eter axes is defined by the nonorthogonal matrix Cp

a �Eq. �14��.
Similarly, the transformation from the platform to gyro input axes
is defined by the nonorthogonal matrix Cp

g �Eq. �15��.
The local coordinate frame is fixed to the earth with the z axis

aligned with gravity. For this analysis and physical dimension
space, it is valid to consider the earth locally flat.

Gyro Quaternions. A foundation of the actual algorithm will
be determined. To separate out the yaw angle, write the quaternion
Qg, which transforms a vector in the platform frame to the local
frame by a rotation about the horizontal followed by a rotation
about the vertical.

Qg = QV * * QH �9�

where Qv�rotation quaternion about the vertical

=�cos��� 2 � 0 0 sin��� 2 ��
��rotation about the vertical of inertial space with
respect to the platform
QH�rotation quaternion about the horizontal
� �h1 ,h2 ,h3 ,0�
**�indicates quaternion multiplication

The quaternion conventions are listed in Appendix A. Define
the angular rate of

�� b = �0,�x
b,�y

b,�z
b� �10�

The body rate is measured by the gyroscopes after compensat-
ing for bias, scale factor, and angular misalignments. The rotation
quaternions are related to the platform rate through �Appendix A�:

Q̇g =
Qg * * �� b

2
�11�

Substitute Eqs. �9� and �10� into Eq. �11� and solve for the
individual quaternion terms.

ḣ1 = −
1

2
��xh2 + �yh3�

ḣ2 = �zh3 +
�yh2h3

2h1
+

�x

2
�h1 −

h3
2

h1
�

ḣ3 = − �zh2 +
�y�h1 −

h2
2� +

�xh2h3
2 h1 2h1
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�̇ = �z +
�yh2

h1
−

�xh3

h1
�12�

n Eq. �12�, the superscript b has been dropped from the rates in
ody coordinates. Equation �12� demonstrates the following desir-
ble qualities:

1. None of the time derivatives includes the azimuth angle �.
This will enable the high- and low-pass filtering of gyro and
accelerometer signals so that h1, h2, and h3 will approach the
accelerometer-determined values.

2. The equations do not require algebraic solutions so that in-
tegration is straightforward.

3. For estimating tilt, the �� equation is not required.
4. The h terms transform a vector from the platform coordi-

nates to a frame rotating about the vertical at the yaw rate.

There is a singularity when h1=0, when the platform is rotated
180 deg about any horizontal axis; that is, the platform is com-
letely turned over and the subject is standing on his head. When
he platform is completely turned over, it cannot determine about
hich horizontal axis to rotate to right itself. This singularity

rises because the quaternion has been split into rotations about
he vertical and about the horizontal per Eq. �9�. Roll, pitch, and
aw axes enable the separation of azimuth from tilt; however,
itch contains a singularity at ±90 deg so that Euler angles are not
onsidered further.

Instrument Platform and Sensor Axes. The equations coded
o determine tilt in the multiaxis prosthesis are listed. The trans-
ormation matrix relating coordinates in the body frame to those
f the inertial platform are given by:

Cb
p = 
 1 	z − 	y

− 	z 1 	x

	y − 	x 1
� �13�

here 	�rotation about subscripted axis. Small misalignment
ngles are assumed.

The platform is defined by the direction of the nominally x
ccelerometer and the direction of the y-axis accelerometer as
efined by its rotation about the x axis. The misalignment of the
ccelerometer input axes with respect to the platform axes are
efined by the nonorthogonal matrix:

Cp
a = 
 1 0 0

− �5z 1 0

�6y − �6x 1
� �14�

here ��misalignment angle. The number indicates the instru-
ent while the letter indicates the angle about which the input

xis is rotated. Subscripts 4–6 denote accelerometers, while 1–3
ndicate gyroscopes.

Again, small misalignment angles are assumed. The zero terms
n Eq. �14� reflect the definition of the inertial platform and reflect
he x and y axes being in the horizontal plane when the ISA
latform and body frame are aligned. Including �4y, �4z, and �5x

an replace Cb
p and defines the ISA accelerometer axes with re-

pect to another frame such as the table axes.
The misalignment of the gyroscope input axes with respect to

he platform axes are defined by the nonorthogonal matrix:

Cp
g = 
 1 �1z − �1y

− �2z 1 �2x

�3y − �3x 1
� �15�

The Sensor Outputs. The outputs of the gyros are obtained by
ransforming rates from platform to gyro coordinates. Each gyro is
odeled as a simple bias plus scale factor. Linear cross-axis terms
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are included in the misalignment angles �Eq. �15��. The platform
rates are solved directly from the three instrument voltages.


V1

V2

V3
� = 
B1

B2

B3
� + 
S1 0 0

0 S2 0

0 0 S3
�Cp

g
�x

�y

�z
� �16�

where V�instrument output voltage subscripts 1–3 refer to gyros.

B�instrument bias
S�instrument scale factor
��rates measured in platform coordinates

Because the accelerometers are low-pass filtered, lateral accel-
erations and distance from rotation centers are not included. Con-
sidering only gravity inputs, the accelerometer outputs are deter-
mined by:


V4

V5

V6
� = 
B4

B5

B6
� + 
S4 0 0

0 S5 0

0 0 S6
�Cp

a
− gx

− gy

− gz
� �17�

Equation �17� assumes that a plus gravity appears as a negative
acceleration. From the accelerometer output voltages, one solves
for the three components of acceleration in the platform frame.
From the platform gravity vector, define the measured gravity
quaternion as:

g�̂p = �0 ĝx ĝy ĝz� �18�
The quaternion about a horizontal axis for rotating gravity from

platform coordinates to earth fixed coordinates is:

Qa = 
�cos�


2
�� sin�


2
�gy

�gx
2 + gy

2 �− sin�


2
�gx

�gx
2 + gy

2 �0� �19�

where 
�rotation magnitude
tan�
�= �gx

2+gy
2� gz , 0�
��

The zero in the fourth position of Qa specifies that the rotation
is about a horizontal axis. Transforming Eq. �18� by Eq. �19� per
Eq. �29� results in �0 0 0 �gx

2+gy
2+gz

2�, a check on the quaternion
rotation. The code includes logic to include tracking 
 for rota-
tions over the top �h1=0�.

Blending of the Quaternions—The Complementary Filter.
The gyro QH �Eq. �9�� and accelerometer-derived rotation �Eq.
�19�� quaternions are identical in form. Similar to Eq. �4�, the total
quaternion can be obtained by high-pass filtering the gyro-derived
quaternion to remove gyro drift and low-pass filtering the
accelerometer-derived quaternion to reduce translation effects.

QT�s� = Lp�s�Qa�s� +
Hp�s�

s
Q̇g�s� �20�

An efficient mechanization of Eq. �20� is presented in Appendix
B. The filter break frequency �N was set at 0.19 rad/s and the
damping ratio � at 0.707 Hz for all examples and tests.

The Gyro Quaternion Differential Equations. If poor esti-
mates of quaternions h are used in Eq. �12�, the gyro derivative h�
will be calculated inaccurately; therefore, the gyro derivatives are
obtained from the total quaternions, that is, the gyro quaternion
updates �Eq. �12�� are made more specific as:

ḣ1g = −
1

2
��xh2T + �yh3T�

ḣ2g = �zh3T +
�yh2Th3T +

�x�h1T −
h3T

2 �

2h1T 2 h1T
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ḣ3g = − �zh2T +
�y

2
�h1T −

h2T
2

h1T
� +

�xh2Th3T

2h1T
�21�

here subscript g�gyrobased quaternion

�total �gyro plus accelerometer-based� quaternion
s defined in Eq. �20�
i�angular rates measured by the gyros and

ransformed into platform coordinates.

Because the accelerometer quaternion �Eq. �19�� is determined
rom acceleration ratios, its magnitude is always unity, as ex-
ected for a rotation quaternion. The total quaternion is normal-
zed to unity, but the gyro quaternion is not. The complementary
lter �Eq. �20�� correctly extracts the gyro quaternions’ oscillating
ortion so that the total quaternion is close to one. The gyro
uaternions �Eq. �21�� are inserted into the complementary filters
Eqs. �5�, �6�, and �20��, which are numerically integrated by a
econd order Runge-Kutta �45�.

Firing Tactors. The total quaternion is used to determine a
otal indicated gravity to fire the tactors. The gravity in inertial
oordinates �0,0 ,0 ,g� is rotated by the conjugate of QT to obtain
he gravity in the platform frame. Normalized to unity, the gravity
n platform coordinates is calculated from the total quaternion by:

gx = − 2h1Th3T

gy = 2h1Th2T

gz = h1T
2 − h2T

2 − h3T
2 �22�

The term h1T defines the magnitude of the rotation as described
n Appendix A or, by inspection of Eq. �22�, all three terms can be
mployed.


 = atan2��gx
2 + gy

2,gz� 0 � 
 � � �23�

The firing angle is the azimuth �, indicating the direction to-
ard which the patient should move. The firing angle is measured

rom the forward �one or roll� axis about the positive �nominally
own� yaw axis and is determined by:

� = atan2�gy,gx� + � = atan2�− gy,− gx� = atan2�− h2T,h3T�
�24�

If the roll axis is up while the pitch axis is horizontal, the
ubject is leaning backward. The acceleration sensed by the x-axis
ccelerometer is positive, which means the sensed gx is negative.
greeing with Eq. �24�, the front tactor will be commanded to
ibrate. Another example: assume the patient leans forward and
ight �into the first quadrant�. Both x and y accelerometers will
ndicate positive gravity �negative acceleration�. The tactors in the
hird quadrant will vibrate.

Initialization. The single-axis description of Eqs. �7� and �8� is
xpanded. The tactors drive the patient to the nulls defined by the
ensors’ output signals. Because of the complementary filters �Eq.
20��, the low-frequency null �below 0.03 Hz� is determined by
he accelerometers. The prosthesis must be initialized to align the
atient’s comfortable vertical with that indicated by the acceler-
meters. In addition, the sensors’ bias �the output signal when no
cceleration or angular rate is applied� can drift between factory
test station� calibration and field tests with patients. Changing
nstrument bias is equivalent to the instrument’s null changing
ith time.
Beforehand on the test station, the sensors’ bias, scale factor,

nd the misalignment angles with respect to the ISA reference
lane are calibrated. Because the tilt algorithms seek to null the
ensor outputs, sensor, particularly accelerometer, bias is gener-
lly more important than scale factor. In summary, initialization

ocuses on alignment angles and sensor bias. For the two-axis
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situation, the stationary calibration can be performed in two ways.
One can measure a lumped bias or one can assume the factory
bias and determine the body to platform misalignments.

Consider combining the accelerometer bias and alignment
angles, which is our usual approach. The ISA is mounted on the
patient and is adjusted to be nearly level, as indicated by the
bubble level. The leveling implies that the sensor input axes are
close to horizontal and vertical; thus, misalignments between the
patient’s vertical and the ISA are small angles. With assistance,
the patient stands vertical for 1 s to accomplish the initialization.
With the assumption of no motion, the gyro outputs are recorded
as gyro bias. Again, assuming no motion, the horizontal acceler-
ometer outputs contain sensor bias plus misalignment times grav-
ity terms and are automatically entered into the algorithm as a bias
�the “lumped” bias�. The lumped bias �Eq. �8�� effectively nulls
the accelerometers to the patient’s comfortable vertical and re-
moves accelerometer drift. At this point, the angles between the
accelerometers and patient vertical are not known; however, for
low frequency and steady state, the ISA will drive the patient to
his vertical. Because the angles are not known, knowledge of the
vertical at high frequencies �gyro alignment is assumed small� and
high roll and pitch angles is not perfect, but sufficient for null-
seeking prostheses. The periodic bias calibration allows less costly
instruments to be used.

A second option is to assume that accelerometer bias is constant
and does not require periodic recalibration or to provide a simple
calibration fixture so that the sensors’ bias can be measured im-
mediately before mounting the ISA to the subject. Determining
accelerometer bias from input axis up and down is relatively in-
sensitive to alignment angles and can be done without a precise
test table. During the on-patient initialization, one can solve for
the misalignments of the accelerometers and employ the factory-
supplied misalignments of the gyros with respect to the acceler-
ometers. One cannot determine misalignment about the vertical,
which is really the azimuth alignment between the tactors and the
ISA. Since the tactors are used in closed-loop control, precise
knowledge of azimuth alignment is not necessary.

Simulation of Vertical Indication. Results obtained from the
vertical indicating filter with simulated data emphasize pertinent
characteristics. Bias, scale factor, and misalignments are cali-
brated on a precision multiaxis inertial instrument test table, such

Fig. 6 Two-axis, motion sensor test station equipped for ther-
mal sensitivity testing. The horizontal cylinders drive outer
gimbal rotation axis. The vertical cylinder below the station ro-
tates inner table axis. The system under test in inside the cu-
bic, electrically heated thermal enclosure mounted on the inner
axis. Seen behind the test station and connected by insulated
flexible tubes is the cooler, which enables operation to below
−40 °C
as that depicted in Fig. 6; thus, the largest expected error driver is
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he alignment of the instrument sensor assembly to the subject’s
omfortable vertical. Because test table movement is determined
y gimbal angles, the discussion focuses on roll and pitch, al-
hough azimuth and elevation are directed to the subject �“Firing
actor”�.
In Fig. 7, a 0.1 rad misalignment about the nominal roll axis is

ssumed. This large misalignment is assumed to emphasize re-
ults. Roll and pitch motions whose peaks are −0.9 and −1.0 rad,
espectively, excite the ISA. The input and estimated roll and
itch are shown in Fig. 7. The ISA is calibrated for 1 s, so that
isalignment is lumped into the accelerometer bias, and no initial

ttitude error occurs. The peak difference is 0.08 rad; however, the
rror is zero when the subject returns to null. For smaller motions
r misalignments, the peak difference decreases as a fraction of
he peak magnitude. For small roll misalignment and no yaw rate,
o erroneous rates are coupled into the gyros. For larger angles,
he small-angle approximations weaken and errors appear.

In Fig. 8, a misalignment of 0.1 rad about the nominal roll axis
s assumed again. About the vertical, the subject rotates at a con-
tant rate of 1 rev/s �turn to the right� for 2 s. For 2 s, the accel-
rometer contributes little to determining tilt. Because of the mis-
lignment about roll, the vertical rate couples into the pitch gyro.
he dynamics propagating the gyro quaternion �Eq. �21�� couple

he input rates into both h2g and h3g. The roll and pitch errors are
ounded and are approximately equal to the misalignment magni-
udes. Because the accelerometer and gyro quaternions lose syn-
hronization, 0.03 rad transients decay with the time constant of
he complementary filter.

Finally, consider the response of an ISA with no angular mis-
lignments. Gyro noise is white, 1000 deg/h over a 50 Hz band-
idth �0.01 s sampling�, and accelerometer noise is white, 0.01 g
ver 50 Hz. Because a calibration is performed for 1 s prior to
aking data, the fixed biases drop out; however, because of the
ide bandwidth noise, the accelerometer and gyro bias are not

alibrated perfectly. The calibrated biases are −0.88 and 1.0 mg
or the roll and pitch accelerometers, respectively, as seen in the
oll and pitch of Fig. 9. Statistically, with a 0.03 Hz low-pass
lter, 1 mg rms is expected for the bias. Most of the uncertainty
bout the mean is attributed to the gyros. Because of the 0.03 Hz
lter, the accelerometer noise is calculated as 0.25 mg rms, which

s smaller than the data of Fig. 9.

Algorithm Verification on Test Station. The six-instrument tilt
lgorithm was verified by testing the high-performance HG1920

ig. 7 ISA misaligned 0.1 rad about x, roll „peak −0.9 rad… and
itch „peak −1 rad… motion. Solid line is actual, dashed is esti-
ated, and dotted is difference
SA on a two-axis station �Fig. 6�. Although the algorithm con-
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verts quaternions to azimuth and elevation for subjects, the quater-
nions were converted to table rotation angle for test table to esti-
mated comparison. Figure 10 displays the algorithm output and
the table angle for continuous operation during which the table is
stepped over angles from 5 to 90 deg. Agreement is excellent. The
rapid response at the nearly step inputs is evident and no drift over
time has occurred. While errors during the rapid transients are a
few degrees because of the 10 Hz frequency rolloff, the step mag-
nitudes are well duplicated to better than 0.2 deg. The test station
has been very important in calibrating and verifying the perfor-
mance of the individual sensors and of the tilt indicating algo-
rithms.

Results and Discussion

Overview. We have previously reported �9,43,44� that the use
of vibrotactile tilt feedback �VTTF� can significantly reduce the
amount of body tilt in both vestibulopathic and normal subjects
when performance is compared with similar test conditions in
which VTTF is not provided �9,43,44�. All our previous studies
were constrained to display body motion along a single axis �pitch
or roll�. Several prosthesis generations have been tested and have
reduced sway in vestibulopathic subjects �40–44�. The most dra-
matic finding was that subjects who regularly fell �into safety

Fig. 8 ISA misaligned 0.1 rad about x, 1 rev/s rotation „turn to
right… about vertical. Solid line is actual, dashed is estimated,
and dotted is difference
restraints� during the Sensory Organization Test �46–49� without
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he aid were able to stand without falling when it was turned on.
his is shown in Fig. 11, where falls correspond to a TPI score of
ero �43,50�. Preliminary results indicate residual benefits after
he prosthesis is removed from balance-impaired patients; that is,
he prosthesis has some similarities to training wheels on a
icycle.

The single-axis stationary results have warranted continuation
o multiple degrees of freedom with large tilt angles and walking.
he objective of this preliminary study was to assess the ability of
ealthy subjects to control their body tilt under conditions where
oth the motion of the moving support surface on which they
tood and the vibrotactile tactile display of their body motion was
n two dimensions instead of one. We had three initial questions:
1� Will use of VTTF result in the reduction of body sway com-
ared with no VTTF during multidirectional surface perturba-
ions? �2� Does the spatial resolution of the VTTF display affect
he postural response of the subject given that perturbation and
ody motion can occur anywhere in a plane? �3� Is there a differ-

ig. 9 No misalignments, no inputs. Gyro noise is white,
000 deg/h over 50 Hz bandwidth „0.01 s sampling…, and accel-
rometer noise is white, 0.01 g over 50 Hz

ig. 10 Test results of higher performance six-axis system for
arious roll angles. Input and estimated angles are plotted and

re very close to one another
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ence in postural performance when VTTF is displayed compared
with control trials of repeated exposure to random motion without
VTTF?

Human Factors and Training. Successful commercial devel-
opment of tactors to aid those with hearing deficits provided the
initial indication that tactors could be acceptable for a nonaversive
balance aid. Because the tactor display rings the torso, it can be
concealed easily, which enhances its acceptance. Most users find
the vibrotactile display to be very intuitive and learn to use it
quickly. Formalized training is done by adapting a commercially
available balance rehabilitation device known as the Balance Mas-
ter. This device dynamically displays an estimate of the subject’s
center of pressure on a screen. The task of the subject is to
“move” the center of pressure around to “hit” a number of preset
“targets” on the screen. Our modification of this training has the
subject don the vibrotactile vest and experience the combination
of visual plus vibrotactile displays while they cycle through the
Balance Master targeting tasks. Once subjects master this, the
visual display is turned off and the subjects complete the task
using just the vibrotactile display. This training procedure typi-
cally takes 10 to 20 min, including a familiarization period that
precedes the formal task.

Test Description. Two young healthy subjects �1 male, 1 fe-
male� with no known vestibular problems and normal scores on
Computerized Dynamic Posturography Sensory Organization
Tests 5 and 6 were used in a pilot study to assess the efficacy of
the MEMS Inertial Vestibular Prosthesis. The Analog Devices ac-
celerometers and Silicon Sensing angular rate sensors were used.

Data were collected in the Injury Analysis and Prevention
Laboratory in the NeuroMuscular Research Center at Boston Uni-
versity. A custom-built moveable BALance DisturbER
�BALDER� platform �51� delivered a 30 s low-pass filtered white
noise signal generated by the MATLAB® rand function and sampled
at 100 Hz.

Tilt estimates were displayed on the subjects’ torsos via a 3 row
� 16-column tactor array �Figs. 2 and 3�. Rows of the array were
used to display estimated tilt magnitude per Eq. �23�, while col-
umns were used to display tilt directions �Eq. �24��. Front is 0 deg
and right 90 deg. Six prosthesis tactor configurations were evalu-
ated in this pilot study: 16 columns �tactors placed every
22.5 deg�, 8 columns �tactors placed at 0, 45, 90, 135, 180, 225,
270, 315 deg�, 6 columns �tactors placed at 0, 67.5, 112.5, 180,
247.5, 292.5 deg�, 4 columns �0, 90, 180, 270 deg�, 4 columns
interpolation firing scheme �0, 90, 180, 270 deg�, and no VTTF.
The standard firing scheme operated on a “nearest neighbor” prin-
ciple. That is, the direction of the subjects’ tilt was compared to
the particular tactor column configuration in use and the best
matching column was activated. One alternative firing scheme
was used for the four-column tactor configuration based on the

Fig. 11 Sequential tilt performance index „TPI… scores from
one subject’s sensory organization test „SOT… runs during
computerized dynamic posturography testing. The SOT 5
„circles… has distorted proprioceptive and no vision inputs. The
SOT 6 „squares… has distorted proprioceptive and visual inputs.
TIP=1/rms center of pressure sway and is scored zero if the
subject falls during a run.
principle of interpolation; two columns were activated as long as
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he tilt direction was not aligned with the coordinate axes.
Prior to testing, the magnitude of the VTTF display was ad-

usted according to the subject’s cone of stability. An elliptical fit
o four static leaning values during quiet standing was used to

ap the lowest, middle, and highest tactor row activation thresh-
lds to approximately 1 deg, 3–5 deg �50% of maximum static
ilt angle�, and 5–7 deg �85% of the maximum static tilt angle�,
espectively. Next, subjects participated in a 5 to 10 min training
ession. All tactor configurations were practiced during quiet
tance in the eyes open and closed configurations. Subjects were
nstructed to move to null out the vibrations, regardless of the
actor column configuration. Estimates of tilt were used as feed-
ack �proportional feedback�.

One subject performed 3 repetitions of each tactor configuration
ccording to the following sequence: no tactors �no VTTF�, 16
olumns, 4 columns, 8 columns, 4 columns interpolation firing
cheme, 6 columns, and no tactors. All trials were performed with
he subject’s eyes closed and arms crossed on the chest. The other
ubject performed 2 repetitions of each tactor configuration in the
pposite order: no tactors, 6 columns, 4 columns interpolation
ring scheme, 8 columns, 4 columns, 16 columns, and no tactors.
The root-mean-square �rms� of the resultant tilt vector �square

oot of the squared sum of roll and pitch� was calculated for a

Fig. 12 Pitch and roll angles for a su
without and „B… with VTTF. In both cas
that is driven by a signal that moves i
tral analyses „C–F… of the motions sho
E, respectively, show pitch and roll po
show pitch and roll with VTTF display
tandard portion of all trials �24 s of the 30 s trial�. The first three
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trials, which were performed without VTTF, were averaged and
used to normalize the rms of the resultant tilt vector for all sub-
sequent trials.

Approximately 3 months following the pilot study, both sub-
jects returned to participate in an additional study, which con-
trolled for the effect of training �exposure to multiple surface per-
turbation trials�. No prosthesis training occurred prior to this
testing session. Each subject donned the prosthesis and completed
an identical number of no VTTF trials �20 for one subject, 14 for
the other subject� in the eyes-closed configuration using the origi-
nal surface perturbation stimulus. The trials associated with this
study are referred to as control trials.

Test Results. Figure 12, panel A, shows a subject’s roll angle
versus pitch angle �as estimated by the body-mounted 6-DOF mo-
tion sensors� while exposed to random platform surface perturba-
tions without VTTF. In panel B, the VTTF has been turned on and
is displayed using eight columns of tactors �spatial resolution of
45 deg�. Visual inspection reveals that VTTF reduces the peak roll
and pitch. For example, the rms roll and pitch angles are 0.88 and
1.51 deg for the trial without VTTF. These rms values were re-
duced to 0.39 and 0.98 deg, respectively, with the use of VTTF.
The corresponding spectral analyses of these pitch and roll re-

®

t having normal balance function „A…

the subject is standing on a platform
ndomly in the horizontal plane. Spec-
in A and B, respectively. Panels C and
r without VTTF, while panels D and F
bjec
es,
t ra
wn
we
sponses are shown in panels C–F. Spectral analysis �MATLAB , ver-
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ion 7, function pwelch using default parameters, with 100 Hz
ampling frequency� was applied to the pitch and roll data. The
pectral analysis shows that the greatest decrease in power is ob-
erved at the lowest frequencies up through approximately 0.5 Hz.
owever, some reduction in power is also noticeable up to ap-
roximately 2.0 Hz. An analysis of the fine structure of the move-
ent pattern shown in panel B reveals that the subject tends to
ake reversals in direction when they exceed a threshold of about
deg. This threshold corresponds to the “dead zone” of body tilt

n which no tactors are firing to provide VTTF.
Figure 13 displays the rms of the resultant tilt estimate for one

ubject across all trials. The trials are ordered sequentially in time
rom left to right. It is clear from the figure that the subject’s rms
ilt was decreased during the VTTF trials compared with the first
nd last block of no-tactor �no VTTF� trials. Note that the rms of
he resultant tilt estimates corresponding to the last block of no-
actor trials were lower than those corresponding to the first block
f no-tactor trials. This could indicate the potential mastery of the
erturbation stimulus �learning� and/or postural control improve-
ent due to previous training with the sensory substitution device

adaptation�.
The rms resultant tilt estimates from the control study �per-

ormed three months later� were fit with a linear regression. The
quation of the fit was used to estimate the percentage improve-
ent from the beginning to the end of the control trials. The

ubject discussed above improved 34.2% �1.71%/trial� from start
o end due to exposure to the surface perturbation stimulus alone.
he average of this subject’s first three no-tactor trials �Fig. 13�
as 1.48 deg. The average of this subject’s VTTF trials �all con-
gurations� was 0.62 deg. One would expect a 14% reduction in
way based on the control study if only exposure to the perturba-
ion stimulus �learning� were responsible for the improvement.
imilar results were obtained for the other subject. An additional
tudy is necessary to control for the effect of vibrotactile stimula-
ion, i.e., the effect of meaningful versus nonsensical feedback via
ibrotactile stimulation must be evaluated.

Figure 14 shows the average of the two subjects’ normalized
ms of the resultant tilt vector for the first block of no-tactor trials,
TTF trials �all configurations�, and the last block of no-tactor

rials. The results indicate that the prosthesis can help reduce the
way of healthy subjects and that some combination of postural
daptation and learning contribute to the lower rms values asso-

Fig. 13 The rms of the resultant tilt e
iated with the last block of no-tactor trials.
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Summary
VTTF appears to reduce the rms of the resultant tilt vector in

response to random surface perturbations in the horizontal plane.
For subjects with normal vestibular function, the use of VTTF is
more effective for reducing the rms of the resultant tilt vector
compared with repeated training without VTTF using the same
perturbations stimulus. This pilot study, which employed only two
healthy subjects, does not permit us to draw any conclusions re-
garding the spatial resolution required for vestibulopathic subjects
to reduce sway in response to multidirectional surface perturba-
tions. Our preliminary results justify further investigations using
vestibulopathic subjects.

Conclusions
The wearable vestibular prosthesis has shown promise as both a

laboratory testing tool and ultimately as a rehabilitation prosthe-
sis. Thus far, the most dramatic results were obtained in standard
clinical tests where balance-impaired subjects were deprived of
vision and proprioceptive inputs. In single-axis tests, balance-
impaired subjects who fell when not aided were able to stand with
the prosthesis.

Multiaxis algorithms for detecting the vertical have been devel-
oped, verified by simulation and test station, and applied to
healthy subjects. These algorithms greatly reduce tilt errors caused
by gyro drift and by undesired lateral accelerations. Vibrotactile
feedback reduced the rms tilt response by 58% in response to
random horizontal surface perturbations. These positive results
justify further investigations using vestibulopathic subjects. Using
the prostheses described herein, testing is being performed at
MEEI, Boston University, and Portland Health and Sciences Uni-
versity. These tests aim at further understanding the subject-
prosthesis interactions in normal and balance-impaired subjects.
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Appendix A: Convention For Quaternions
Since there are several definitions of quaternions reported in the

mate for one subject across all trials
sti
literature �52,53�, a precise definition of our convention is in-
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luded. A quaternion has four parameters and can be likened to a
�1 vector. Herein, the first element is considered real, and the

ast three elements may be considered as complex �i , j ,k are
ometimes used for the three components�. Consider a general
uaternions Q defined as:

Q = �q1 q2 q3 q4� �25�

A quaternion P is defined similarly. Quaternion multiplication,
hich is not communicative, is defined as:

Q**P = 

p1q1 − p2q2 − p3q3 − p4q4

p2q1 + p1q2 + p4q3 − p3q4

p3q1 − p4q2 + p1q3 + p2q4

p4q1 + p3q2 − p2q3 + p1q4

� �26�

The conjugate of the quaternion Q defined in Eq. �25� is given
y:

conjugate�Q� = �q1 − q2 − q3 − q4� �27�
For a quaternion used to define rotation:

q1
2 + q2

2 + q3
2 + q4

2 = 1 �28�

A vector is represented by q1=0. Parameters 2 though 4 are the
ector components in Cartesian coordinates. Often q1 is defined
s the scalar part and the remainder as the vector portion. A vector
efined in coordinate frame A is related to that in frame B by:

V� B = Q**V� A
**conjugate�Q� �29�

The rotation quaternions are related to the angular velocity of
he reference frame by:

Q̇ =
Q**�� p

2
�30�

here �p is the angular rate of frame A with respect to frame B.
he angular rate �p is defined in frame A. The rotation quater-
ions Q transform a vector defined in frame A to a vector defined
n frame B.

ppendix B: Efficient Form of Complementary Filter
The high- and low-pass complementary filters �Eqs. �4�–�6� and

20�� were combined in state space to reduce the number of inte-

Fig. 14 Average of the two subjects’ n
for the first block of no-tactor trials, t
tactor trials. Error bars represent the s
rations.
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sx = 
 0 1 0

− �N
2 − 2��N 0

�N
3 �N

2 + 2��N
2 − �N

�x + 
0

1

0
��a−i + 


1
�N

2

0

1
�d�g−i

dt

�T−i = �0 0 1�x �31�

where x�state vector

i� index indicating for example the quaternion
��angle or quaternion
a ,g ,T�subscripts indicate determined by
accelerometers, gyros, or total

Inserting the angular rate into the filter avoids an integration
that may lead to numerical overflow.
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